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N. R. Wallach has constructed, and studied properties of, a type of induced 
module for Lie algebras with decompositions like those of semisimple complex 
Lie algebras. In this paper, we study properties of induced-module functors like 
Wallach’s, for Lie algebras, groups acting on sets, and coalgebras. It is shown 
that the property of being a weak double adjoint functor is responsible for some 
of the usefulness of Wallach’s functor. Such functors are characterized in terms 
of natural transformations from, (in the Lie algebra case), --&b Ug to 
Homo#4s -). 
1. DESCRIPTION OF WALLACH’S FUNCTOR AND OF WEAK !LDJOINTS 
1.1 Let g be a Lie algebra over a field K. As in [7], [8], we say that g has a 
decomposition if there are subalgebras n, , n, and E, of g such that g =tti @ b @us 
(vector space direct sum), and [b, n(] C tt( for i = 1,2. Let Ulj, Ug denote the 
universal enveloping algebras of b and g respectively. We shall denote by Mod-b 
and Mod-g the categories of right Uh-modules and right Ug-modules, respec- 
tively. 
Wallach, in [7], constructs, for each WE Mod-b, an “induced” module 
W* E Mod-g. This construction is functorial, and it will be more convenient for 
us to denote functors by letters, so we shall write I,W instead of W*. We shall 
denote by F: Mod-g ---f Mod-b the obvious forgetful functor. 
It is convenient to outline the construction of Wallach’s induced module, 
as it will be needed in Section 3. Set t = tt, @ h, and make W into a Ut-module 
by having n, act trivially on W. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem (cf. 
Humphreys [2, page 92]), we can write Ug = Ut @ Un, . na . Ut, and this is a 
left Q-module, right Ui-module direct sum. Let y: Ug + Ut be the corre- 
sponding projection. Definep^,: W-t Hom,*( Ug, W) C Horn& Ug, W) by 
Uw(~)l(~) = w * Y(4 for w E W, SE Ug. 
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jw is a U&module monomorphism. Set I,,,W = [imjw] . Ug. If I/J E 
Homug(Wl , WJ, defineL$ by K&)(f) = 4 of, forfEL,W, C Hom,b(Ug, WI)1 
it turns out (see [7]) that (l,+)(f) E &,,W, , and that 1, is a functor. 
Wallach shows that his induced modules have various interesting properties, 
e.g.: 
(0) 1, is a functor. 
(1) There is an injection of U&modules j,: W -+ F&W, and imj, generates 
I, W as Ug-module. 
(2) There is a natural injection Horn&V, I,W) + HomUb(FV, W). 
(3) I,W is a submodule of Hom&Ug, W). If W is a simple @)-module of 
finite dimension over k, and Homo$(U’g, W) contains a finite-dimensional 
simple Ug-module V, then V = I,W, (whereas W &,I, Ug and Hom,g( Ug, W) 
are not finite-dimensional unless h = g or W = (0)). 
1.2. Property (1) above (respectively property (2)) is a weakening of the 
condition that I,,, be a left (respectively right) adjoint to F. Let us formalize these 
properties with definitions. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let H and G be categories and let F: G + H, I: H + G 
be functors. We say that I is an injective weak left adjoint to F if for all WE H, 
V E G, there is an injection 
O,,: G(IW, V) -+ H( W, FV) (1) 
natural in Wand V. We say that I is an injective weak right adjoint to F if for all 
WE H and V E G there is an injection 
rlvw: G( V, IW) -+ H(FV, W) (2) 
natural in V and W. 
Notation. Given natural injections (1) and (2) and WE H, we denote by jw 
the morphism 19~,,~(1~~) E H( W, FIW), and we denote by dw the morphism 
qrw,+,(llw) E H(FIW, W). The naturality of (1) and (2) implies that j: 1, iFI 
and d: FI -+ lH are natural transformations. 
DEFINITION. We shall say that I is an injective weak double adjoint to F if (1) 
and (2) are satisfied, and also 
VWEH dw 0 j, = lw . (3) 
1.4. In the terminology defined in Section 1.3, 
PROPOSITION. Wallach’s fun&or I,: Mod-h + Mod-g is an injective weak 
double adjoint to the restriction functor F: Mod-g + Mod-h. 
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A direct proof of this proposition could be given, but a shorter proof will be 
possible when we have characterized injective weak double adjoints in Section 2. 
In Sections 4, 5, 6, we shall describe other examples of injective weak double 
adjoints to forgetful functors. 
2. INJECTIW WEAK ADJOINTS 
2.1. Let H and G be categories, and 1etF: G + H be a functor. Suppose that F 
has a left adjoint L: H -+ G and a right adjoint R: H + G. Let i: 1, i FL denote 
the unit of the adjoint pair (L, F), and let e: FR i lH denote the counit of the 
adjoint pair (F, R), in the terminology of MacLane [3]. We shall refer to the 
7-tuple (H, G, F, L, i, R, e) as a double adjoint situation. 
Examples will be described in subsequent sections. In most cases F will be a 
forgetful functor, L will be a tensor-type functor such as -&b Ug and R will be 
a Horn-type functor such as Horn& Ug, -). 
For the statement of Theorem 2.1, below, we need the notions of coequa&ers 
and epimorphic images (defined in Mitchell [4, pages 8, 121. Module categories, 
and the category Set-G of Section 5.3, have epimorphic images; furthermore, 
in these categories, epimorphisms are coequalizers. 
THEOREM 2.1 ON INJECTIVE WEAK DOUBLE ADJOINTS. Let (H, G, F, L, i, R, e) 
be a double adjoint situation, and let G be a category with epimorphic images, in 
which epimorphisms are coequalizers. If 4: L * R is a natural transformation with 
the property that 
V WEH, e, OF+ 0 iw = I* (4) 
then 4 determines an injective weak double adjoint to F. Conversely, an injective weak 
double adjoint to F determines a natural transformation 4: L -+ R satisfying (4). 
For the proof of this theorem, we need a Lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose 
A--B 
is a commutative diagram in a category in which epimorphisms are coequalizers, and 
that (Y is epi, /3 is manic. Then there is a unique E: B ---f C such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
A&B 
.s 
Y 
l/l 
6 
CTD 
(5) 
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Proof. Suppose 01 is the coequalizer off, g as shown in the next diagram: 
E&A “tB 
af = olg * Saf = 6% * /3yf = /3yg Z- yf = yg since /3 is manic. Thus, by the 
universal property of coequalizers, there is a unique morphism E: B + C such 
that EOI = y. Since ECY = y, @a = & = Sol, hence BE = S since (Y is epi. Thus 
diagram (5) commutes. 1 
Proof of theorem. Let (H, G, F, L, i, R, e) be as in the statement of the 
theorem. 
First, suppose +: L * R is a natural transformation satisfying condition (4), 
and let WE H. Since G has epimorphic images, r&,, factorizes as & = vW 0 pW , 
with pLw epi, yW manic: 
im$w 
7 L 
LW-- dw +RW 
Define an object function I: H -+ G by I W = im dW . Suppose W, , W, E H and 
# E H( W, , W,) and consider the commutative diagram (6); this diagram can be 
regrouped as in diagram (7). 
L6 
1 1 
W (6) 
LW, Tw-+ IW, T-+ RW, 
2 2 
In this form, it can be seen that our lemma applies. Thus there exists a unique 
morphism, which we denote by I$: IW, ---f IW, , satisfying 
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The uniqueness property of I# makes it easy to verify that I is a functor from 
H to G, and then by (8), p: L 4 I and V: I3 R are natural transformations. 
Definej=F~~i:l~~FIandd==e~Fv:FI~l~.Then,forW~Hthe 
following diagram commutes: 
w = W 
(9) 
Next, for WE H and V E G, we define vvw: G( V, IW) --f H(FV, W) by ~~~(a) = 
dw 0 For for cy E G( V, IW) and 8,,: G(IW, V) --f H( W, FV) by 0,,(/?) = F/? 0 j, 
for p E G(IW, V). We claim that yvw and B,, are injective, and natural in Y and 
W. In fact, the naturality follows from that of j, and dw in a trivial way. 
Suppose that (or , a2 E G( V, IW) and that ~,&a,) = Q,~((u,). That is, 
d, 0 FE, = dw 0 FOC, . Since dw = e, 0 Fv, , it follows that 
ew 0 Fv, oFa, = e, oFvw oFa, 
i.e. ew 0 F(vw 0 al) = e, 0 F(v, 0 c+). 
Since, according to MacLane [3, page 80, theorem 1, part (ii)], the bijection 
G( V, RW) -+ H[FV, W) is given by x + e, 0 Fx, the last equation implies that 
But, by its definition, vw is manic. Thus 01~ = ala . Hence rlvw is injective. A 
similar argument shows that ewv is injective. 
Finally, for WE H one calculates that 
~,w,wUrw) = dw 
and ~WJWUIW) = jw . 
Inspection of the commutative diagram (9) shows that 
d wojw = 1,; 
that is, condition (3) is satisfied. Thus I is an injective weak double adjoint to F. 
Now we prove the converse. Suppose that there exist natural injections 
and 
dew: G( V, IW) - H(FV, W) 
Owv: G(IW, V) -+ H( W, FV) 
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for all WE H and V E G. Set dw = ~,w,w(l,w) and j, = Ow,,w(l,w) and 
suppose, further, that for all WE H, dw 0 j, = 1 w . (Thus we are supposing that 
I is an injective weak double adjoint to F.) 
F has left and right adjoints L and R respectively; let us denote the adjunction 
bijections by 
x wv: H( W, FV) -+ G(LW, V) 
and pVw: H(FV, W) + G( V, RW) respectively. 
By MacLane [3, page 80, theorem 11, for iy. E G(LW, V) and ,8 E G( V, RW), 
A-,‘,(,) = Fa o i, (104 
/G%B) = ew 0 JY. (lob) 
Now A,, o &: G(IW, V) -+ H(W, FV) -+ G(LW, V) is injective. Set 
pw = h,,,,(~9,,,,(1,,)). Using Yoneda’s lemma (MacLane [3, page 61]), one 
can deduce that pLw is natural in W, and that A,, 0 8wV = G& , V). Thus, by 
a result in MacLane [3, page 89, lemma], pw is epi. 
By the definitions of pw and j, , and Eq. (lOa), 
.iw = 6w.,wU,w) = &&w(Pw) = FPW 0 iw . (114 
Similarly, setting uw = P,~,~(T rw,w(l,w)), we find that vw is manic, natural in W, 
and satisfies 
dw = 71w.w(11w) = P;&w(~w) = ew oFvw. Olb) 
Thus C$ = Y 0 p is a natural transformation from L to R, and, for all WE H, 
e, o F& o i, = (e, o Fv,) o (Fpw o iw) 
= dwojw (by lh b) 
= 1 W’ 
So 4: L 4 R satisfies condition (4). The theorem is proved. i 
2.2. INJECTIVE WEAK LEFT AND RIGHT ADJOINTS. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G and H be module categories and let F: G + H be a 
functor. Then a functor I: H ---f G is an injective weak left adjoint to F if and only if 
there exists a natural transformation j: ln + FI such that 
for all WE H, V E G, x E G(IW, V), 
imjw C ker Fx z- x = 0. 
(12) 
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THEOREM 2.2 DUAL. Let G and H be module categories and let F: G + H be a 
functor. Then a functor I: H ---f G is an injective weak right adjoint to F if and only 
if there exists a natural transformation d: FI -+ ln such that 
Jbrall WEH, VEG,XEG(V,IW), 
imFX_Ckerdw => x = 0. 
(12)’ 
Remarks. (12) can be restated as: im j, generates FIW as G-object, while 
(12)’ can be restated as: ker d, contains no subobjects which are F-images of 
nonzero G-objects. Theorem 2.2 can be reformulated for non-preadditive 
categories by replacing condition (12) by 
for all WE H, V E G, x, x’ E G(IW, V), 
im j, is a subobject of the equalizer of Fx, Fx’ 3 x = x’, 
provided H has equalizers and images; and dually for Theorem 2.2 dual. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose I: H -+ G is an injective weak left adjoint to F, 
so that there is a natural injection 6&,: G(IW, V) + H( W, FV) for all WE H, 
V E G. In the notation of Section 1.3, j w = 8,,,,( llw) is a natural transformation 
lH i FI. We must show that j, satisfies condition (12). Let x E G(IW, V). By 
naturality of B,, , the following diagram commutes: 
G(IW, IW) --% H( W, FIW) 
GW’,x) 
1 
H(W,Fx) 
G(IW, V) - Bwv H(Wj-7 
Thus 
HP’, Fx)(bv.,w(l,w)) = 4dVW, xNIw)), 
or 
Fx OIW = 4vdx). 
Now, im j, C kerFx => Fx 0 jw = 0 + 0,,(x) = 0 * x = 0 since ewV is 
injective. So (12) holds. 
Conversely, suppose there is a natural transformation j: In i FI satisfying 
condition (12). Define ewr,: G(IW, V) -+ H( W, FV) by f&(x) = FX 0 j, , for 
WE H, V E G, x E G(IW, V). It is routine to check that ewv is natural in Wand 
V. 0,,(x) = 0 o Fx 0 j, = 0 3 im jw C ker Fx => x = 0 by condition (12). b 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 dual is similar to that of Theorem 2.2. 
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3. THE FACTORIZATION OF WALLACH’S FUNCTOR 
3.1. As promised in Section 1.4, we now show that Wallach’s functor I, , 
described in Section 1.1, is an injective weak double adjoint to the forgetful 
functor F: Mod-g + Mod-b, where lj < g are Lie algebras with the decomposi- 
tion g = n, @Q @ it2, (see sect. 1.1). 
3.2. In the notation of Theorem 2.1, we shall set H = Mod-b, G = Mod-g, 
F as above, L = --@&b Ug and R = Homub( Ug, -). To use Theorem 2.1, we 
must define a natural transformation $: L 4 R and show that $ satisfies condition 
(4), and that the functor I induced by $ is equivalent to Wallach’s functor, 1, . 
Let WE Mod-Q = H. 
Define a map &: W @ Ug - Homd Us, W> by &&A g>(s) = w . yks), 
where w E W, g, s E Ug, and y: Ug ---f Ut are as in Section 1.1. It is easy to check 
that c$,+, is bilinear, and, for all h E lJl& &(wh, g)(s) = wh . y(gs) = w y(hgs) = 
&(w, hg)(s), so & induces a map &: W our, Ug -+ Hom,b(Ug, W), given by 
&(w @g)(s) = w . y(gs). It is easy to check that & is a Ug-homomorphism, 
and natural in W. We claim that $: L -r+ R satisfies condition (4) with respect to 
the double adjoint situation (Mod-b, Mod-g, F, -@JLib Ug, i, HomVb( Ug, -), e), 
where i and e are specified below. 
The unit i,: W + W c?J,,~ Ug is given by &(w) = w @ lug, (w E W), and 
the counit e w: Homuh( Ug, W) -+ W is given by e&f) = f( I,,), for 
fE Hoq,tjUg, W). 
Thus, for w E W, (ew OF&,, 0 iw)(w) = 4%& 0 1)) = WW(~ 0 l)lU ug) = 
w . y( 1 & = w, so condition (4) holds. 
It now remains to show that the functor 1, induced by + according to the proof 
of Theorem 2.1, is equivalent to 1u . IW is defined to be im C& for WE Mod-b. 
But, by inspection of the definition of & above, and ofJw in Section 1 .l, we see 
that im &, = imj, . Ug. Thus IW = imp, . Ug = I,W, so the object functions 
of I and 1, coincide. 
By the lemma of Section 2 and the construction of I in the proof of Theorem 
2.1, the morphism function of I is uniquely determined by the fact that if 
W, , W, E Mod-Q, and II, E Horn&W, , W,), then I# is the unique Ug-homo- 
morphism making the following diagram commute: 
W, our, Ug ““!, IW, = I,W, zwL Hom&Ug, W,) 
*@I1 
1 1 
I* 
1 
Hom(Qdd 
W, Orr~ ug T IW, = LW2 p Homd% WJ 
e z 
where pw, , pw, , vwl , vw, are maps defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
It is routine to check that the diagram above actually does commute with 
Iwt,b in place of I#, hence IJJJ = 14, and so I, = I. Thus 1, is an injective weak 
double adjoint to F: Mod-g --+ Mod-b. 
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3.3. It is possible to calculate that& and dw , the maps arising from & in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1, are given by&(w)(g) = w . y(g) and d,(f) =f( 1 us) with 
WE W,ge Ug,fEFIW. 
It is also possible to generalize from the situation of universal enveloping 
algebras U~J, Ugwith a projection y: lJg+ l~‘$, to the case of any ring Rwith 1 and 
subring 5’ such that 1 E S, with a ring retraction y: R + S. Details are to be 
found in Wilson [9, Appendix]; for general associative algebras the process is 
discussed from another viewpoint by Trushin [6, Corollary 2.31. 
4. ANOTHER INJECTIVE WEAK DOUBLE ADJOINT TO F:MoD-g ---f MOD-~) 
4.1. The functor /to be described in this section is in a sense dual to Wallach’s 
functor. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem (Humphreys [2, page 92]), 
Ug = Ut @ Ut * n, . Unz - a left Ut-, right lJ+module direct sum. Let 
y’: Ug + Ut denote the projection onto the first summand. Note that y’ # y of 
Section 1.1. 
4.2. Construction of J. Define the Uh-homomorphism &: W & Ug -+ W 
by &tw 08) = w * y’(g). where WE Mod-b, w E W, g E Ug. Consider the 
UQ-submodule ker & of W&t Ug. Ker & contains a unique largest Ug- 
module, namely the sum of all Ug-modules contained in ker & . Call this 
largest Ug-module Y(W), and set JW = ( W & Ug)/Y( W). We wish to make J 
into a functor from Mod-h to Mod-g, and show that JW can be embedded as 
a Ug-submodule of Hom&Ug, W). 
To make J into a functor, we must define its action on U&homomorphisms. 
Let W, ~V’E Mod-h, and let 4 E HomUg( W, m. Suppose w E W, g E Ug, so that 
w@g+ Y(W)E JW. W e set (JrC>(w Og + Y(W)) = #(w) Og + Y(W) and 
extend this definition to all of JW by linearity. 
We must check that J/J is well-de$ned. Note firstly that the map w @g -+ 
VW OK w OrIt u9 -+ w Ovt GJ is well-defined by functoriality of - & Ug. 
Suppose that wr ,..., w, E Wand g, ,..., g, E Ug, and that Cy=, wi @ gi E Y(W). 
Then, since Y(W) is a Ug-module contained in ker & , for all x E rig, 
0 =a,(CWi@gix) 
= c wi . y’(g$!) by definition of d, . 
Hence 
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That is, for all x E UQ [C #(wi) @gi] . x E: ker & . In other words, [c $(wi) @ 
gi] . Ug C ker dr . But this forces Crz, $(wi) @g, E Y(W), so J#J is well-defined. 
It is easy to check that J has the multiplicative property of a functor. 
4.3. Embedding of JW in Horn& Ug, W). Define a map Q,,: JW+ 
Homug(Ug, W) by vW(w @g + Y(W))(u) = w * y’(gu) for w E W, u, g E Ug. 
If h E Ul& then I+,(w @g + Y(W))(uh) = w y’(guh) = w . y’(gu) . h = 
bw(w 0 g + Y(W))(u)1 . hso im vw does consist of Uh-homomorphisms. Also, 
if x E UQ, then v&w @ g + Y(W)>“(u) = w . y’(gxu) = z+(w @ gx + Y(W))(u), 
so vw is a Ug-homomorphism. Finally, if 4: W-t W is a Uh-homomorphism, 
then Ho+ Us $J)[YW(W 0 g + WW(4 = #(WI . y’b-4 = w(J#(w 0 g + 
Y(W))), so + is natural in W. 
4.4. Proof that J is an injective weak double adjoint. We define pw: W &,h 
Ug-+ JWby~W(w@g)=w@g+Y(W)forwEW,gEUg.Again,thisis 
easily seen to be a natural transformation. Set &, = or,+, 0 uw . 
4: - auh Ug 4 Hom,g( Ug, -) is a natural transformation, and, for w E W, 
e,(F$,(i,(w))) = e,(F$,(w @ lug)) = w . r’(l) = w, where e, i are as in 
Section 3.3, so e, OF& 0 i, = lw . By Theorem 2.1, 4 induces an injective 
weak double adjoint to F: Mod-g ---f Mod-h, and easy calculations show that J is 
equivalent to the functor I constructed in the theorem. (Cf. sect. 3.3.) Thus J is 
an injective weak double adjoint. 
5. AN APPLICATION TO PERMUTATION REPRESENTATIONS OF FINITE GROUPS 
5.1. If H < G are finite groups, k a field, and M a finite-dimensional right 
kH-module, then M BkH KG G Horn&KG, M) as KG-modules. However, this 
convenient property does not hold when we consider permutation representa- 
tions of H and G. In this section we describe an injective weak double adjoint 
functor which serves as an alternative induction functor for permutation repre- 
sentations, provided that His a retraction of G. 
5.2. G-sets and induced G-sets. Let G be a group. A right G-set T is a pair 
(T,m),whereTisasetandm:TxG~Tisamapsuchthatg-t(t-tm(t,g)) 
is a group homomorphism from G to the group of all permutations of T. 
We shall write t . g for m(t, g). 
Let H < G. Dress [l, p. 431, has described induction for H-sets. Let Set-H, 
Set-G be the categories of all right H-sets and right G-sets respectively (with 
appropriate structure-preserving maps for morphisms). Let S be a right H-set. 
DefineSx,Gtobetheset{sxg:sES,gEG),wheresxg={(s.h-l,hg): 
h E H}. We give S xw G the structure of a right G-set by setting (s x g) . g = 
s x gg for g E G. Define Hom,(G, S) to be the set {f: G --f S / Vh E H Vg E G 
f (gh) = f (g) . h}. We give Hom,(G, S) the structure of a right G-set by setting 
f#(g) = f(gg) for g E G. 
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Clearlyf E Hom,( G, S) is completely determined by its values on a set of left 
coset representatives for H in G. In fact, 1 Hom,(G, S)i = ( S JIH:GI. Again, 
1s xgl = IHl for sES, gEG, so IS x,GJ = lSl.[G:H]. Thus, in 
general, 1 S xH G ( # 1 Hom,(G, S)[, so these G-sets cannot be isomorphic. 
Let F: Set-G -P Set-H be the usual forgetful functor. One can check that there 
are natural bijections 
and 
Set-G(S xH G, T) -+ Set-H(S, FT) 
Set-G( T, Hom,(G, S)) -+ Set-H(FT, S), 
so we have a double adjoint situation as in Section 2.1, 
5.3. Weuk Induction from Set-H to Set-G. Suppose that there exists a group 
epimorphism y: G ---t H which is split by the inclusion H -+ G, (SO y(k) = k for 
h E H). For each right H-set S, define a map $s: S xH G + Horn&G, S) by 
Cs(s x g)(g) = s . y(gg), for s E S, g, 8~ G. If h E H, Cs(s x g)(gh) = s * y(ggk) = 
s 9 y(gg) . r(h) = s . y(gg) . h = +s(s x g)(g) . h, and $s(s . h-.l x hg)(g) = 
s . h-1 . y(kgg) = s . h-1 * r(h) . dgg) = s . h-lb(gZ) = M x g)(g) so +S is 
well-defined. If x E G, then $s(s x gx)(g) = s . y(gxg) = #J~(s x g)“(g) so bs 
is a G-homomorphism, and it is easy to see that $s is natural in S, cf. Section 4.3. 
Let &.: S -+ S xH G be given by is(s) = s x 1, and let e,: Hom,(G, S) -+ S 
be given by es(f) = f ( lG). i, and e, are respectively the unit of the adjoint pair 
(- xH G, F), and the counit of the adjoint pair (F, Hom,(G, -)). Then for any 
s E S, (es o F$, o is)(s) = (F$,(s x 1))(1,) = s . y( 1 . 1) = s, so e, 0 F$, 0 i, = 1,. 
Thus, by Theorem 2.1, we may conclude that 9 induces an injective weak double 
adjoint functorl: Set-H -+ Set-G, and calculations show SIF = irnJs . G, where 
Js: S-+FHom,(G, S) is given by j,(s)(g) = s . y(g), and irnJs . G = 
{f”:f~imj~,x~G}. 
6. AN APPLICATION TO COREPRESENTATIONS OF COALGEBRAS 
6.1. Let D be a coalgebra over k with D, = Corad(D). Let D = Da @ 9 
where 9 is a coideal, and suppose that C is a coalgebra with f : C -+ D a coalgebra 
surjection which splits, via g: D --f C, as a left D- and right D,-comodule map; 
thusf og = lo. 
Let Comod-D,, , Comod-D and Comod-C denote the obvious categories of 
comodules. Trushin, in [6], has, inter alia, constructed a type of induced 
comodule functor Comod-D, -+ Comod-C, along similar lines to Wallach’s 
functor for Lie algebras (see [7], [S], and sects. 1,3). In this section, we shall show 
that Trushin’s functor is an injective weak double adjoint to the obvious forgetful 
functor F: Comod-C --f Comod-D,, . 
From now we shall assume some familiarity with chapters I,2 of Sweedler [5], 
and with the notation and results of Section I of Trushin’s paper [6]. If W is a 
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comodule we shall use I/++, to denote its structure map, and similarly me and A, 
will denote the counit and comultiplication of a coalgebra C. If Vi ,..., V, are 
vector spaces, and 7 E S, , the symmetric group on ?t symbols, then 
denotes the “twist” map permuting the tensorands. Let WE Comod-D, , let 
I: Do -+ D be the inclusion. With Trushin, we define w: W -+ W @JD C by 
w = (1 Og)(l 0 L)$w . 
6.2. We set TW = C* . w(W), (cf. Trushin [6, Definition 1.61). If WI , W, are 
right DO-comodules and h: W, -+ W, is a D,-comodule map, then we set 
Th = (h @ 1) Ic*.w(w): TW, -+ TW,; Trushin has shown ([6, Proposition 
1.5(ii)(a)]) that im 7% C TW, , it follows from this that T has the multiplicative 
property of a functor. We shall show that T is an injective weak double adjoint to F. 
Define j,: W -+ FTW by j,+,(w) = W(W), and dw: FTW -+ W by d, = 
Pw o (1 0 4 IFTW 7 where ps,: W @ k -+ W is the natural isomorphism. Now 
d, 0 j, = /.+(I @ E&O, and, as Trushin remarks, 
so d, , j, satisfy condition (3) of Section 1.3. In order to prove that T is an 
injective weak double adjoint to F, it remains to prove (according to Theorems 
2.2, 2.2 dual, and the remarks following them) that (a) im jw generates TW as 
C*-module, (b) d and j are natural transformations, and (c) ker dw contains no 
nonzero C*-modules. 
(a) im jw generates TW by definition of TW. 
(b) Naturality of d: if WI , W, are right DO-comodules and h: W, -+ W, is 
a D,,-comodule map, then 
d, 0Fz-h = PW,U 0 4 IFrw2(h 0 1) IFTW~ 
= pw2(h 0 4 IFTW~ = h o h‘w,(l @ CC) IFTWl by an easy calculation, 
= h o dwl, so dw is natural in W. 
Naturality of j: j,* = (1 @gb)&, and FTh = h @ 1, with domains and codomains 
suitably restricted. So jw, o h = (1 @ gl)lCIWgh = (1 @ gb)(h @ l)fiw, by the 
comodule morphism property, = (h @ l)(l @gl)Gwl = FTh 0 jw, , so j, is 
natural in W. 
(c) Proof that ker dw contains no nonzero C*-modules: if Ci cf . u(mi) is 
a nonzero element of-a C*-module M contained in ker dw , then for all c* E C*, 
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Thus for all c* E C*, 
O = C C %(0) 0 (C*,gc(ms(*)))<ci*,gl(mi(2))> 
i (mi) 
as gL is a coalgebra map. 
Now a similar, but shorter, calculation shows that 
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Since Eq. (13) is true for all c* E C*, it follows that xi c:w(mJ = 0. Thus 
M = (0) and condition (c) is established. 1 
So T is an injective weak double adjoint to F, as claimed. 
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